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Large-scale forced population transfers in Syria:
details of the recent "four towns agreement"
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News
In Syria, busses escorted by white jeeps of the Syrian Red Crescent and the
United Nations have become a frequent sight accompanied by the news about
forced large-scale population transfers. The most recent agreement consists of
extremely complex choreographed cascading movements in the Middle East,
involving massive forced displacement-swaps of four besieged towns in Syria,
the release of detainees from Asad-regime detention and the release of a group
of kidnapped Qataris in Iraq.
Summary
In my contribution, I will analyze three major components of this agreement
involving negotiations with a variety of state and non-state actors in the Middle
East and the Gulf, including Shiite and Sunni US-designated terrorist groups.
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Analysis:
1. The instrumentalization of confessional sieges for the weaponization of
humanitarian aid
In a recent development, the fates of the four towns Madaya and Zabadani on one side
and Fua and Kafraya on the other have been intimately tied together in an agreement
pushed for by the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
(UN-OCHA) in September 2016. Zabadani and Madaya are rebel-held villages in rural
Damascus and besieged by a mixture of Syrian Armed Forces, Lebanese Hizballah,
Shiite Jihadis from Lebanon, Iran, Iraq and Afghanistan. Fua and Kafraya are
predominantly Shiite enclaves in the rebel-held Idlib province, that were encircled in
March 2015 by a coalition of armed radical Sunni groups,1 from which the Qaida
inspired coalition Hai'at Tahrir al-Sham (HTS) emerged.2 In September 2015, a mutual
ceasefire and "Four Towns Agreement" were announced for Zabadani and Madaya in
exchange for the rebels surrounding Fua and Kafraya stopping their assault.3
This agreement exacerbated an already asymmetric aid distribution and medical
evacuation logic of the Damascus-based humanitarian aid industry4, namely the United
Nations including WHO, WFP, UNHCR, OCHA, the International Committee of the
Red Cross, and the Syrian Arab Red Crescent.5
It favors a small number of Shiite enclaves besieged by rebels in a disproportionate
manner in exchange for the same or less amount of humanitarian aid to rebel-held
besieged areas surrounded by the Asad-regime coalition. While Shiite enclaves were
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benefitting from bi-weekly humanitarian air drops from the Syrian regime and Russia,6
minimal quantities of humanitarian aid, with parts "confiscated" at Asad-regimemanned checkpoints, have been sporadically dribbling into 37 besieged areas, such as
Eastern Ghouta in rural Damascus, where 913,575 residents have no access to clean
water, electricity, food, medicine or medical treatment and another 1.3 million are
considered to be "at risk of coming under siege".7
This disproportionate distribution of humanitarian aid evolved through the
disequilibrium of the major representatives of the humanitarian aid industry in Syria,
such as the United Nations, the International Committee of the Red Cross and the
Syrian Arab Red Crescent, all working from Asad-regime territory under tight control
of the Syrian regime. With little or no space to negotiate, they have accepted to
massively expand activities in Asad-regime controlled areas making food availability a
key attraction for the flows of internally displaced towards these areas. At the same time
rebel-controlled areas were underserved or out of reach including locations where
residents were starving to death.8 "Cutting food supplies to rebel-held areas and
channeling the bulk of humanitarian aid to government-approved zones has made the
regime 'the only reliable sources of life-sustaining food'."9 This "surrender or die"
strategy10 coupled with massive aerial bombardment with cluster munitions and
incendiary bombs is forcing the population of besieged areas into agreements of
massive forced population transfers, many of them to Idlib.11 Usually civilian residents
do not have a choice over whether to stay or to leave in a forced evacuation deal, thus
amounting to a war crime of forced displacement according to the UN’s Independent
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International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic. 12 By being skillfully
woven into this logic, the Damascus-based humanitarian aid industry fell into Asad's
trap of confessionalizing and weaponizing humanitarian aid. In addition, the Idlib
province has become "the dumping ground for irreconcilable enemies" for the Asadregime.13
The forced population transfer of thousands of residents from Fua, Kafraya, Zabadani
and Madaya in the coming months was brokered by the Asad regime and Iran on one
side and Qatar, representing the rebels, on the other, without involvement of the United
Nations. It was at first not connected to the fate of the Qatari hostages in Iraq.14
According to it, residents of Zabadani and Madaya "get safe passage" out of their
besieged areas in exchange for the residents of Fua and Kafraya being transferred to
Damascus.15 During the first stage of this population swap a bus loaded with
humanitarian aid exploded in Rashidin in Aleppo province, an area tightly controlled by
the Asad-regime, killing 126, among them 21 aid workers and rebels guarding the
convoy and injuring about 500 people.16

2. Detainees in the Asad-Run Detention-and-Torture Business
Another component of this tragic choreography included the release of 1,500 detainees
by the Asad-regime in exchange for the entry of humanitarian aid into Asad-regime
coalition besieged areas in rural Damascus.17 This deal was negotiated between the two
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Salafi rebel-factions Fatah-Army and Ahrar al-Sham on one side and Iran on the other.
However, the Asad regime coalition refused to offer the names of those being released.
At the same time, it was also reported that officers of the Syrian intelligence
blackmailed payments from detainees' families for their names to be included in the
deal. Prices for this service was as high as 2,5 million Syrian Liras. It is common for
Syrian officials and prison staff involved in the detention and industrial-style torture
business of the Asad-regime to request payments either directly or through brokers from
detainees' relatives in exchange for a variety of services. They reach from exemption of
certain torture methods to getting on the list for detainee-swaps for release. The cash
flows of these payments have become an attractive source of income for the Syrian
regime. Regarding this specific swap, only individuals arrested in the past three months
and not involved in any opposition activities were included. Most of them had only
come to regime-controlled areas to collect their salaries.18 It is quite likely that they
were arrested with the intention to use them in such swaps.

3. Bird-Hunting Qataris
In the middle of these complex negotiations over the fate of starving residents and
detainees, a group of pleasure-seeking Qataris and Saudis emerged. They had been
kidnapped in the Muthanna governorate in southern Iraq while hunting for rare birds in
mid-December 2015, allegedly by Kata’ib Hizballah, an Iranian-backed Shiite militia
and US-designated terrorist organization.19 Negotiations of their release were said to
have been added to the "Four Towns Agreement" and arranged in March 2017 in Doha,
Qatar, with the HTS, the Lebanese Hizballah and Iran’s Revolutionary Guard Corps.20
According to media reports, millions of dollars were paid by the Qataris to the Shiite
militias and HTS.21 The latter agreed to free a number of detaineed Lebanese fighters in
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exchange for the release of the Qatari hostages.22 Speculations were voiced about how
these deals and payments involving representatives linked to al-Qaida and alleged Shiite
terrorist groups by Qatar, might affect its relations with the US administration.

4. Conclusion
The unfolding of the recent agreement involving starving residents from besieged areas
in Syria, detainees in Asad-detention and bird-hunting Qataris reveals the complexity of
the Syrian conflict. It has redefined “humanitarian diplomacy” as an art of conducting
negotiations between representatives of state and non-state actors using humanitarian
actors and services as a means to reach complex military and political goals.
In the power struggle of a brutal proxy war between state and non-state actors, human
lives in Syria have become disposables, moved around, bombed, starved to death.
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